Road to
Jason Baird of the National Yes Registry tells
the story of their humble beginnings through
to their major Gathering event in May
B

ACK IN December 2014, once I had found and made
contact with as many surviving Yes groups as possible,
I called my old Largs Yes Shop pal, Edward M. Smith and
together we made the original half hour National Yes Registry
concept film. Armed only with this (brilliant) film and lots of
chutzpah, we successfully crowd funded and bought the “wee
blue van” to enable me to travel to every group in Scotland
that would have us. We showed the concept film to each
group, and had open forum discussions to see if there was an
appetite to come together in a network of like minded indy
folk. There was!
Each group we visited selected two delegates to send
down to our first national conference of local groups, which
was held in Largs on the 5th of December 2015. Over 60
individuals attended from as far afield as Orkney, Annandale,
Skye, East Fife and everywhere in between. We even had
presentations from a couple of upstart media types called

iScot and Independence Live, who
came along as representatives of
the movement’s new media! Wonder
whatever happened to them?
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That first conference of the local groups
was absolutely central in developing
collective thinking on how to advance
together as autonomous local groups.
The biggest lesson it taught us though,
as the organisers, was fundamental. No
matter how well organised the day or
how dedicated the delegates, no matter
how far they travel or late they finish,
a conference on its own is structurally
unable to produce solutions to the
complex questions posed by such an
ambitious organisational task.
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What that first conference did achieve brilliantly though,
was to set out very clearly the key issues that would need
answering if we were at all serious about creating that
autonomous group network we all agreed was needed. In
essence, that very first conference set out a collectively
agreed agenda among the groups for the further work
needed to find the required solutions.
To be effective, however, that further work would require
agreement and full membership participation from the
groups involved, not just delegates sent down to a faraway
conference. What was really needed was a permanent
platform, where the local groups could meet and
methodically work through the different topics raised at that
first event. A platform where the restrictions of time and
geography could be mitigated

Bute

That platform is the new IndyApp2.0 and it is
nearly ready for release!
So, now that the IndyApp platform is almost in
place and we have the infrastructure available
to support national discussions among the
local groups, we can fulfill our promise to
hold the National Gathering of as many local
groups from across Scotland as possible!

It is this local group autonomy that enables Yes
campaigners to select from the movement’s full range of
valid independence messages and tailor them to suit their
own community’s needs. The wider the variety of community
groups participating, the more powerful our campaigning
advantage becomes

This can only be achieved through active participation and
consent by all groups. Who, but the groups themselves, are
capable of providing this new form of leadership?
So, this cannot be another ‘top table’ Yes Conference, finished
when the speakers have said their piece and everyone has
gone home.
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Autonomous groups lead themselves, so the real task of
the Gathering is to identify: shared experiences, campaign
ideas, resources and proposals that the groups themselves
collectively feel are of strategic importance to the movement.
These will then be posted on the IndyApp for the newly
networked groups all across the country to assess and
decide upon for themselves.
Autonomy is the grass-root movement’s single greatest
strength. The final say in local campaigning should always
be in the hands of activists who know and understand their
communities best.

Gathering #1
So why a Gathering? The task ahead is
to provide a new form of participatory
grassroots leadership, one that gives
direction at a national level but fully
understands, protects and strengthens
group autonomy at a local level.
Yes Clacks

Our need for coming together
This process is about collective grass-root legitimacy in
action, so the Gathering #1 is where the groups can begin
to set out a practical campaign agenda for themselves
and the movement, one that naturally comes with all the
authority of its activists.

Instead, Gathering #1 must be the start of a collective
process of group mobilisation. Individual participation, group
consent, popular support and new technology will come
together to bind YES into an effective, non-party political,
campaigning force, through a process that has local groups,
their members and all of Scotland’s different community
needs at its centre.
Stranraer
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Building the momentum needed to win IndyRef2!
For the NYR, Gathering #1 is a giant undertaking. An event
for 450 group activist’s on the day and 220 planned for the
evening social event, drinks and Ceilidh dinner. The venue
is booked, the contracts signed and the serious financial
risks taken. All we need now for massive success is the
participation of as many grass-root group memberships
as possible!
5 great reasons for your group members to participate:
1 This is the first time the grass-root groups have come
together at a national scale to develop our own campaign
priorities. Don’t miss your chance to be part of it.
2 The Gathering is designed to provide the grass-roots
with much needed collective legitimacy: lend your efforts to
creating that legitimacy while meeting and socialising with
fellow group members from all around the country …
3 All workshops will have trained IndyApp advisors. As plans
to advance Yes are formed by the group members, we will be
there to help show how the new IndyApp platform can help
Inverness
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IndyApp for PC, Mac,
Tablet and Smartphone
M

OST communication and distribution problems faced
by the grass-roots during IndyRef1 were not a result
of any Yes HQ staff incompetence. Instead, its failings can
easily be traced back to the very nature of having a single,
centralised HQ structure.

Think of the last campaign in terms of a giant hourglass. All of
Scotland was expected to go to a single point to make contact
with Yes, get advice on campaigning, volunteer, buy campaign
gear, receive messaging and distribute leaflets. As with an
hourglass, however, attempting to pass the whole grass-roots
campaign through a single point inevitably took time.

Conference

put those plans into action. Participate
and see what the IndyApp network
can do for you, your group and the
movement.

The original campaign was planned to be held over two
years, but the grass-root rush only came in the last two
or three months, so what ended up happening was the
creation of a giant bottleneck. This left many of the
essential aspects of the campaign at worst unattended, and
at best left to individual local Yes hubs to try to replicate for
themselves, all at very short notice

4 SNP spring conference is being
held just 2 weeks after the Gathering.
Think how a sold-out and vibrant
national Gathering of the groups’ will
strengthen IndyRef2 options at that
SNP conference (as well as inspire the
rest of the wider Yes movement).

To address this issue directly, the structure we have created
aims to completely decentralise those functions previously
held centrally at Yes HQ. We have created a platform where
individual groups and hubs are in contact with one another
so they can directly pool resources, share equipment, develop messaging, order campaign gear and generally manage
their own community campaign needs themselves. Central to
the success of this decentralised strategy is direct communication within the grass-root structures of the movement

5 Our venue has a capacity of 450. The
Unionist Scottish Labour Party’s recent
conference had a reported attendance
of 400. Need we say more?
Where?
Stirling: The Albert Halls, Albert Place,
Dumbarton Rd, Stirling FK8 2QL

IndyApp has been designed to give the grass-roots
movement all the communication capabilities it lacked
during IndyRef1.

When?
9am – 5:45pm, Sunday the 27th of May
(Bank Holiday weekend). In the evening
there will be a separately-ticketed,
fully licensed Ceilidh Dinner. 7:30pm12:00pm

Contacting the Movement
New volunteers who want to get involved in campaigning
simply download the app, enter their postcode and the
app presents their nearest 21 local groups. They can then
browse the group profiles and choose whichever best suits
their own vision of an independent Scotland, one that they
want to campaign for. Each group profile has a contact
button, so anyone can find and directly contact the local
group of their choice. No waiting, no HQ middleman and
therefore no bottleneck.

How much?
The Gathering: (400@) £14each. Ceilidh
Dinner: (220@) £20each. Purchase
codes will be supplied direct to the
groups. Prices include full day’s
catering and Paypal booking fees.
No profit will be made and all event
accounts will be published.
*Please contact your group for
tickets. Ticket codes have been sent
to your IndyApp group editors and
your Group Email and these codes are

Metatartan by Moira Dalgetty
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required to send members to the Gathering. If your Group
is registered on the IndyApp but its ‘front door’ is empty,
please contact us and we will help your group and editor
get ready for the Gathering.

that group’s entire membership. It also
allows communication between that
group and every other group across the
country that has registered on the app
(currently 151).

The IndyApp also allows every group to self-publish their
location, meetings, campaigns and events. This means the
entire grass-roots movement is open and visible to any
interested person who downloads the IndyApp.
Organising as a Movement
Private Messaging
Once a person downloads the app and joins a local group,
the IndyApp becomes an instant communication platform for
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Local Forums
The new version also provides every
group with their own local forum, where
group membership interests can start
to easily lead debate and influence
campaign direction within their own
group. Importantly, this process will
be able to happen between regular
meetings as well as during them.
This allows folk to dip in and out of
local activism as and when they can.
If that means picking up messages
and discussing local or national
campaigning ideas on their forum
before work or late into the night, then
that is possible.

2. Allows those groups to
organise their resources,
campaigns and logistics
locally, regionally & nationally
while remaining entirely
autonomous & community
based.
3. Helps the general public
find and join those groups
whenever they are ready to.
4. Allows all Yes supporters
to personally register their
support for independence

National Forum
This allows each local group
membership, acting collectively, to post
campaign or event ideas so that ALL
local group members can read, assess
and then perhaps encourage their
own group to discuss the proposal and
get involved. In this way, good ideas
can quickly gather support from local
groups across the country, sparking
national campaigns from successful
local initiatives or popular ideas.

to deliberate on campaigning issues identified and deemed
important by the movement. These deliberations can then be
posted on the National Forum again for all groups to access,
discuss, consider and if desired, participate in as a group.
Committees can be used for many different purposes: to
easily set up national tours for speakers or musicians, or be
the perfect channel for Wee Blue Book2 distribution right
across the country. It’s also a straightforward mechanism
through which Yes merchandise can be ordered, paid for and
distributed nationwide by the grass-roots themselves. No
need to rely solely on a central Yes HQ again, which would
inevitably become another over centralised pinch point
during the heat of IndyRef2 campaigning.

Resource Buttons
Both National Forum and Local Forums
have resource buttons that allow group
memberships to share any of their own
local resources among one another,
and to post them nationally when they
feel their local resource is suitable for
regional or country wide application.
Using this function, any group missing
a particular resource locally can easily
search and source it nationally. All
these group-sourced resources can
also be used to supply and support
the running of national campaigns
instigated on the National Forum.
Committee Rooms
Once good ideas have been proposed
and identified in the Forums,
Committee Rooms are there to develop
those ideas into practical campaign
reality. They allow individuals locally
and groups nationally to organise
themselves effectively across the
country.
The Committee Room structure is
designed to easily bring together
the specialist knowledge, skills and
experience currently locked away
in local group memberships spread
throughout Scotland. That collective
specialist knowledge can then be used

Using these three IndyApp functions: Forums, Resources and
Committee Rooms, even relatively complex issues can be
tackled by the grass-root memberships and then solved at
local, regional and national levels wherever most appropriate.
Contacting Yes Voters
The IndyApp platform has also been designed with a larger
strategic goal in mind of mapping the entire Yes support
throughout the country. By marketing the IndyApp as the
natural place where Yes supporters can register their desire
for independence, we achieve many important strategic
campaigning goals.
When a person registers on the app, they provide only three
pieces of information: name, email and postcode. This
information allows us to map each download geographically.
It means that should we have heavy IndyApp downloads in an
area without a group, we will be able to private message each
of those people and organise the opening of a local group to
service the area’s local campaign.
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It also means that if local groups concentrate on finding
local Yes supporters and encourage them to download the
IndyApp, then from that point on they will have the capability
to private message those individuals with their local events
and activities etc. This helps keep everyone in touch with
campaigns in their own local area without the need for email
lists. It also means that regional and national messaging can
be carefully targeted group area by group area.
In this way IndyApp:
1. Helps build a strong network of local groups in every
community across Scotland

5. Allows those Yes
supporters who will never
join a group to still be
periodically updated with
specifically local, regional
and national campaign
information through private
messaging. They may want to
participate in an event or get
involved right at the end of
the campaign. This should be
encouraged.
6. Allows Yes supporters in
areas without a group to be
messaged, and the nearest group
can set up a meeting to establish a new Yes Group for their
area. This creates a new local headquarters, expands the
movement’s reach & campaign efficiency.

Referral Unit (CTIRU) needs no such
permission as its actions are extraparliamentary and extrajudicial!
We have designed many security
features into the IndyApp that take
account of the conditions we will be
expected to operate under. Our security
strategy was central to the initial
decision to build our own platform in
the form of an app, instead of going
for the much simpler to implement
website choice. This decision was taken
long before the Catalan referendum,
but their unfortunate experience of
state censorship has given us a handy
yardstick to judge our own systems
against.

7. Lack of IndyApp downloads in particular areas across
Scotland can also help us identify geographical areas where
Yes messages need developed & delivered.
Finally, We Address Security
As was ably demonstrated by the Spanish internet
crackdown suffered by the Catalan independence movement
during their recent referendum, proposals to create a webbased network for any independence movement must have
security designed in as part of its DNA. Most internet security
systems for websites are designed to counter hacking
and denial of service attacks. A network designed for an
independence movement, however, must be built to counter
all these hacker threats while also remaining operational
even if the state itself tries to shut it down. This is especially
true in the UK, where we as a so-called ‘separatist’ movement
have no written constitution to protect our political rights.
This theoretical point was again starkly demonstrated as fact
when the Spanish state used spurious court orders passed
less than a month prior to the Catalan referendum date to
legally close down 140+ pro-Indy websites (and apps). This
legal tactic also confiscated all equipment and databases.
The cynical timing of the court action meant there was
no time for the Catalan movement to legally counter this
through the courts until after the date of the vote, meaning
all the sites remained closed. Google, Facebook and other
social media platforms will always simply obey the courts’
orders of the state they trade in. In the case of the Catalan’s
they at least had a strong constitution that forced the
Government to act through the courts (no matter how
cynically). In the UK’s case, the Counter Terrorism Internet
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A website is dependent on the web
browser it sits on, and can be pulled
very easily at source. An app was
chosen by us because it is its own
platform and is installed directly onto
every individual device. This means that
it cannot be removed centrally, leaving
us the task of protecting our server.
All our security measures are either in
place just now or are designed to be put
into place as soon as traffic justifies the
added expense.
We are unable to detail the measures
taken, for obvious reasons, but be
assured that the essential questions
have been asked and our answers
are in place.

